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LOCALIZATION BY 2-PERIODIC COMPLEXES AND VIRTUAL
STRUCTURE SHEAVES
JEONGSEOK OH AND BHAMIDI SREEDHAR
Abstract. In [12], Kim and the first author proved a result comparing the virtual funda-
mental classes of the moduli spaces of ε-stable quasimaps and ε-stable LG-quasimaps by
studying localized Chern characters for 2-periodic complexes.
In this paper, we study a K-theoretic analogue of the localized Chern character map and
show that for a Koszul 2-periodic complex it coincides with the cosection localized Gysin
map of Kiem-Li ([11]). As an application we compare the virtual structure sheaves of the
moduli space of ε-stable quasimaps and ε-stable LG-quasimaps.
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1. Introduction
In [12], Kim and the first author study the localized Chern character map of Polishchuk-
Vaintrob ([19]) and show that with respect to the tautological Koszul 2-periodic complex the
localized Chern character map coincides with the cosection localization map of Kiem-Li ([10]).
This allows the authors to prove a result comparing the virtual fundamental classes of the
moduli space of stable quasimaps and the moduli space of stable LG-quasimaps. Chiodo in [4]
constructed Witten’s top Chern class avoiding the use of bivariant intersection theory of [19]
by using purelyK-theoretic methods. In [11], Kiem and Li constructed a cosection localization
map for virtual structure sheaves. In this note we study the K-theoretic analogue of [12]. We
generalize the results [12] to K-theory and for a 2-periodic complex of vector bundles with
appropriate support we define a localization map (Section 2.1.2 & Definition 2.13) which
plays the role of the localized Chern character map. This map is a tensor product followed
by taking the alternating sum of the even and odd cohomology sheaves, which is precisely the
map studied by Chiodo (see [4, Lemma 5.3.4]). We show that this map when applied to the
tautological Koszul 2-periodic complex coincides with the cosection localized Gysin map of
Kiem-Li ([11]). Now as in [12], this allows us to prove a result comparing the virtual structure
sheaves of the moduli space of stable quasimaps and the moduli space of stable LG-quasimaps
analogous to [12, Theorem 3.2].
The main result we prove in this text is as follows where the notations are explained in
Section 4.1.
1
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Theorem 4.6. In the Grothendieck group of coherent sheaves on QεX :“ Q
ε
g,kpZpsq, dq, we
have
rOvirQε
X
s “ p´1qχ
genpRpi˚V_2 q detRpi˚pV2 b ωCq
_|Qε
X
b rOvirLGQ1,dwLGQ1 s(1.1)
where χgenpV_2 q is generic virtual rank of Rpi˚V
_
2 and detRpi˚pV2 b ωCq
_ is the determinant
(see Definition 4.1).
A conceptually more intuitive explanation of Theorem 4.6 is as follows. Let X be a Deligne-
Mumford stack and let E “ rA Ñ Bs be a perfect obstruction theory on X , where A and B
are vector bundles. Following [21, § 2.1], we can define the determinant of E by,
Kvir :“ pdetAq
_ b detB.
A square root of Kvir is a line bundle L (which need not exist) such that L
2 “ Kvir. It is
usually denoted by K
1{2
vir ([21, § 2.2]) and is called the square root of detE.
Let LGQ1 be the moduli space of LG-quasimaps and let QεX be the moduli space of ε-stable
quasimaps (see Section 4.1 and Definition 4.1 for the precise notations). Let ELGQ1 and EQεX
denote the canonical perfect obstruction theories defined on the respective moduli spaces (see
Section 4.1). Let us assume that there exists a square root of detELGQ1 denoted by K
1{2
LGQ1,vir
and let Kvir,Qε
X
denote the determinant of EQε
X
. Note that,
KQε
X
,vir “ pK
1{2
LGQ1,vir b detRpi˚pV
_
2 qq|
b2
Qε
X
.
Thus, if K
1{2
LGQ1,vir exists we have a canonical choice for the square root of detEQεX given by,
K
1{2
Qε
X
,vir :“ pK
1{2
LGQ1,vir b detRpi˚pV
_
2 qq|QεX
Now Theorem 4.6 can be restated as follows,
rK
1{2
Qε
X
,vir bO
vir
Qε
X
s “ p´1qχ
genpRpi˚V_2 qrK
1{2
LGQ1,vir|QεX bO
vir
LGQ1,dwLGQ1
s,(1.2)
When ε “ 8, note that the moduli spaces under consideration are quasi-projective, hence
(1.2) is well defined if Q8g,kpZpsq, dq “ Mg,kpZpsq, dq possesses a square root of detEQεX (i.e
K
1{2
vir exists).
1.1. Structure of the paper and relations to other work. In [12], Kim and the first
author obtained a comparison result of virtual classes of quasimap moduli spaces and LG-
quasimap moduli spaces [12, Theorem 3.2] by using the localized Chern character of 2-periodic
complexes of vector bundles. Using the ideas of loc.cit. in this text we prove similar results
for the virtual structure sheaves.
In Section 2, we fix the notations and assumptions that we shall follow in the rest of
this text. Several steps in the proofs and constructions used are the K-theoretic analogues
of [19, Section 2]. In Definition 2.13 we define the map hY
X
pE‚q that would play the role
that the localized Chern character plays in loc.cit. This definition is motivated by the map
considered by Chiodo in [4, Lemma 5.3.4]. In the rest of Section 2.3 we study the functoriality
properties of the map hY
X
pE‚q with respect to various functors inK-theory. As we shall require
functoriality statements with respect to various derived functors, the natural setting for our
statements is the derived category of Matrix Factorizations, we recall some preliminaries from
[5] in the beginning of Section 2 and in particular in Section 2.1.2 we recall various notions
of support and acyclicity for 2-periodic complexes.
The setup of Section 3 and Section 4 are similar to [12, § 2 , § 3]. In Section 3, we recall the
definition of the Koszul 2-periodic complex associated to a section and a cosection of a vector
bundle. In [11], Kiem and Li construct a cosection-localized Gysin map to define a cosection-
localized virtual structure sheaf. The goal of this section is to compare the map hY
X
pE‚q,
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when E‚ is the tautological Koszul 2-periodic complex (Section 3.1) to the construction of
Kiem-Li ([11, Theorem 4.1]). A similar comparison for the localized Chern character with
the cosection localized Gysin map is [12, Theorem 2.6]. Building on this comparison result
with the constructions Kiem-Li, in Section 4 we prove the main result (Theorem 4.6). This
section relies on the constructions of [12, § 3] to aid the reader and fix notations we briefly
summarize the results of [12] in Section 4.1 before proving Theorem 4.6 in Section 4.2.
Acknowledgments The authors would like to thank Bumsig Kim for suggesting the problem
to us and for indicating to us that Definition 2.13 would be the K-theoretic counter part of the
localized Chern character map. We would further like to thank Bumsig Kim and David Favero
for their precious advice and answering several doubts we had throughout the preparation of
this text. J. Oh would like to thank Alexander Polishchuk and Richard Thomas for their
interest in the result and useful advice. He also thanks Feng Qu and Mark Shoemaker for
useful advice and discussions.
2. Localization in K-theory
2.1. Assumptions and Notations. In this article we work over a base field k of characteris-
tic 0. In Section 4 we shall further assume k “ C. All schemes and algebraic stacks are assumed
to be separated and of finite type over k. In this article we shall mainly work with Deligne-
Mumford stacks which we shall abbreviate as DM stacks. For a DM-stack Y, let CohpYq
denote the abelian category of coherent sheaves and let DbpYq denote the bounded derived
category of coherent sheaves on Y. G0pYq shall denote the Grothendieck group of coherent
sheaves on Y, that is G0pYq :“ K0pCohpYqq. Let X be a closed substack of Y then we denote
the category of coherent sheaves on Y supported on X by CohXY. It follows from de´vissage
that the pushforward map induces a natural isomorphism G0pCohX q
–
ÝÑ K0pCohXYq. For a
coherent sheaf F we denote its class in G0 by rFs.
2.1.1. 2-periodic complexes and the category of Matrix factorizations. Let Y be a DM-stack.
A 2-periodic complex of quasi-coherent sheaves on Y is a complex G‚ as follows,
G‚ “ r G´
d´
//
G`
d`
oo s “ ...
d`
ÝÝÑ G´
d´
ÝÝÑ G`
d`
ÝÝÑ G´
d´
ÝÝÑ ...,
where G´ is in odd degree, G` is in even degree and d` ˝ d´ “ d´ ˝ d` “ 0. G‚ is said to be
a 2-periodic complex of vector bundles on Y if we further require that G` and G´ are vector
bundles. For the proofs of some functoriality results it would be advantageous to work in a
suitable derived category. As noted a 2-periodic complex is an unbounded complex and hence
some care is needed in framing the statements correctly. We briefly recall the notion of the
derived category of Matrix factorizations(see [5, § 2] for a detailed discussion) and notions of
support where our main focus is 2-periodic complexes.
Let L be a line bundle on Y and let w be a section of L. One can associate to the
pair pY, wq the absolute derived category of factorizations DabsrFactpY, wqs and DpY, wq(see
[5, Definition 2.1.4]) which is the full subcategory of DabsrFactpY, wqs consisting of those
factorizations which are isomorphic to factorizations with each component coherent. For a
detailed discussion see [5, § 2]. We shall be interested in the particular case when w “ 0
where it is apparent from the definition that a 2-periodic complex of coherent sheaves can be
considered to be an object of DpY, 0q. We further note that following [1, Definition 3.18] there
is a a folding map Υ : DbpQCoh Yq Ñ DabsrpFactpY, 0qs from the bounded derived category
of quasi-coherent sheaves to the absolute derived category of factorizations. The functor Υ
restricted to the subcategory of coherent sheaves defines a functor Υ : DbpYq Ñ DpY, 0q.
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Remark 2.1. For a coherent sheaf F on a DM-stack Y by ΥpFq we shall denote the folding
of the complex with the coherent sheaf F in degree zero and all other terms zero.
Definition 2.2 (Tensor Product of 2-periodic complexes). [5, Definition 2.2.1] Let E‚ :“
pE`, E´, d
E
`, d
E
´q and F‚ :“ pF`, F´, d
F
`, d
F
´q be 2-periodic complexes of coherent sheaves.
The tensor product denoted by E‚ b F‚ is the 2-periodic complex defined as follows,
pE‚ b F‚q` :“ E` b F`
à
E´ b F´
pE‚ b F‚q´ :“ E` b F´
à
E´ b F`
dEbF` “
ˆ
1E` b d
F
` d
E
´ b 1F´
´dE` b 1F` 1E´ b d
F
´
˙
dEbF´ “
ˆ
1E` b d
F
´ ´d
E
´ b 1F`
dE` b 1F´ 1E´ b d
F
`
˙
Remark 2.3. Note that essentially by definition the folding map Υ is compatible with the
tensor product.
2.1.2. Notions of Support: Let us briefly outline what we want to do in this section and why
these notions of support are important to us. As before let Y be a DM-stack and let E‚
be a bounded complex of vector bundles on Y supported on a closed substack X . For any
coherent sheaf F on Y, the complex E‚ b F is also supported on X . This observation need
not be true if our complex E‚ was unbounded. Note also by support for bounded complexes
we mean cohomological support. A 2-periodic complex is unbounded by definition and hence
we need to consider different notions of support and the compatibility between them for the
proofs of this section. Most of the statements are elementary and we note them down here
due to a lack of a suitable reference. Let us begin by briefly recalling the the construction
of the absolute Derived Category of factorizations. If F‚ and G‚ are 2-periodic complexes
then a morphism a : F‚ Ñ G‚ is just a morphism of complexes such that the obvious squares
commute. Translating this to the language of factorizations this is precisely the abelian
category Z0FactpY, 0q ([5, Remark 2.1.2]). Let ChbpZ0FactpY, 0qq denote category of bounded
chain complexes of factorizations (i.e chain complexes of chain complexes). For any object
E‚ P Ch
bpZ0FactpY, 0qq, one can associate its totalization denoted by TotpE‚q P FactpY, 0q (see
[5, 2.1.3]). Let AcycpY, 0q be the full saturated subcategory of FactpY, 0q which contains the
totalizations of exact sequences in ChbpZ0FactpY, 0qq. Now the construction of the absolute
derived category follows the standard recipe of looking at the underlying homotopy category
and taking the Verdier quotient by AcycpY, 0q. The derived category of factorizations is
denoted by DabsrFactpY, 0qs.
For the rest of this discussion let X ãÑ Y be a closed substack and let U “ pYzX q
j
ÝÑ Y be
the open complement. As we shall be working with several notions of support we highlight
the following definitions.
Definition 2.4. [5, Definition 2.2.4] F‚ P D
absrFactpY, 0qs is called absolutely acyclic if and
only if 0 Ñ F‚ is an isomorphism in D
absrFactpY, 0qs. Further, we say F‚ is absolutely
supported on X if and only if 0Ñ j˚F‚ is an isomorphism in D
absrFactpU , 0qs.
Unlike arbitrary factorizations for 2-periodic complexes one can also talk about the coho-
mology sheaves as the composition of the differentials is zero. We can thus make sense of the
following definition which in the bounded case coincides with the natural notion of support.
Definition 2.5 (Cohomological Acyclicity). A 2-periodic complex F‚ is called cohomologically
acyclic if and only if H˘pF‚q “ 0. Further, we say that F‚ is cohomologically supported on X
if and only if the cohomology sheaves H˘pF‚q are supported on X .
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Remark 2.6. It is not true that notions of acyclicity as in Definition 2.4 and Definition 2.5
coincide for a general 2-periodic complex. However, for a folding of a bounded complex both
the notions are the same
The next definition is the notion of locally contractible complexes following Polischuk-
Vaintrob (see paragraph just preceding [20, Definition 3.13]).
Definition 2.7 (Locally contractible complex). A 2-periodic complex E‚ is said to be locally
contractible if and only if there exists a smooth atlas Y
p
ÝÑ Y such that p˚E‚ is contractible
on Y (i.e. the identity map is homotopic to the zero map). Further, we say that F‚ is locally
contractible off X if and only if j˚F‚ is locally contractible on U .
We now summarize some relations between these notions of support in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.8. Let Y be a DM stack and let E‚ be a 2-periodic complex on Y. Then the
following hold
(i) E‚ is absolutely acyclic ùñ E‚ is cohomologically acyclic.
(ii) E‚ is locally contractible ùñ E‚ is cohomologically acyclic.
(iii) Let E‚ be a 2-periodic complex of vector bundles on Y which is locally contractible
then E‚ b F‚ is locally contractible for any 2-periodic complex F‚ on Y.
Proof. piq follows from [14, Remark 2.2] and discussion preceding [18, Definition 3]. piiq is
obvious from the definition of being locally contractible. To show piiiq, let E‚ be a 2-periodic
complex of vector bundles on Y which is locally contractible. As the question is local we
can assume that Y is a scheme and E‚ is contractible on Y. Let the homotopy between the
identity and zero maps be given by h` : E` Ñ E´ and h´ : E´ Ñ E`. Further, let us assume
that E‚ “ pE`, E´, d
E
`, d
E
´q and F‚ “ pF`, F´, d
F
`, d
F
´q. Let h
1
˘ : pE‚ b F‚q˘ Ñ pE‚ b F‚q¯
be the new homotopies defined as follows,
h1` “
ˆ
1E` b d
F
` h´ b 1F´
´h` b 1F` 1E´ b d
F
´
˙
,
h1´ “
ˆ
1E` b d
F
´ ´h´ b 1F`
h` b 1F´ 1E´ b d
F
`
˙
.
Then h1˘ is the required homotopy which completes the proof of piiiq. 
Remark 2.9. We note that in Lemma 2.8(iii) the assumption that E‚ is a complex of vector
bundles is not necessary for the proof, it would be required for tensor to define an exact
functor (see Definition 2.13).
By restricting to the complement of the respective supports we have the following obvious
corollary.
Corollary 2.10. Let Y be a DM stack and X a closed substack. Let E‚ be a 2-periodic
complex on Y. Then the following hold
(i) E‚ is absolutely acyclic off X ùñ E‚ is cohomologically acyclic off X .
(ii) E‚ is locally contractible off X ùñ E‚ is cohomologically acyclic off X .
(iii) Let E‚ be a 2-periodic complex of vector bundles on Y which is locally contractible off
X then E‚ b F‚ is locally contractible off X for any 2-periodic complex F‚ on Y. In
particular E‚ b F‚ is cohomologically acyclic off X .
In the next remark we briefly explain how [5, Proposition 2.2.8 & Proposition 2.2.10] and
their proofs can applied in our context.
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Remark 2.11 (Proper Pushforward and the projection formula). Let g : Y 1 Ñ Y be a proper
representable morphism. Then Rg˚ : DpQCohY
1q Ñ DpQCohYq has finite cohomological
dimension. Now following [5, Definition 2.2.4] & [16, Theorem 1.17], for any quasi-coherent
sheaf we can find a finite resolution by f˚-acyclic sheaves which allows us to conclude that
there is a well defined functor Rg˚ : D
absrFactpY 1, 0qs Ñ DabsrFactpY, 0qs.
Let E be a vector bundle on Y, then the usual projection formula implies that g˚E b F
is f˚-acyclic when F is a f˚-acyclic sheaf. Arguing as in [5, Proposition 2.2.10] we conclude
that for a 2-periodic complex of vector bundles E‚ on Y the projection formula holds, that is
Rg˚pg
˚E‚ b F‚q – E‚ bRg˚F‚.
˝
2.2. The Map hY
X
pE‚q. Let Y be a DM-stack and let X
i
ÝÑ Y be a closed substack. Let
E‚ be a 2-periodic complex of vector bundles on Y such that E‚ is locally contractible off X .
In this section we would like to define a map hY
X
pE‚q : G0pYq Ñ G0pX q (see Definition 2.13)
which would be the K-theoretic localized Chern character map for 2-periodic complexes. We
first need the following elementary lemma.
Lemma 2.12. Let
0Ñ E1‚
f‚
ÝÑ E2‚
g‚
ÝÑ E3‚ Ñ 0,
be an exact sequence of 2-periodic complexes of coherent sheaves on Y which are cohomologi-
cally supported on X . Then
rH`pE
2
‚qs ´ rH´pE
2
‚qs “ rH`pE
1
‚qs ´ rH´pE
1
‚ qs ` rH`pE
3
‚qs ´ rH´pE
3
‚qs
in K0pCohXYq.
Proof. Let us denote di˘ the the differentials E
i
˘ Ñ E
i
¯. Let K˘ be the kernel of Imd
2
˘ Ñ
Imd3˘. Consider the following commutative diagram,
(2.1) 0 // K` //

Imd2`

// Imd3`

// 0
0 // E1´ //

E2´

// E3´

// 0
0 // K´ // Imd
2
´
// Imd3´ // 0.
As E1´ is the kernel of the map E
2
´ Ñ E
3
´, by the universal property of the kernel there exists
a map K` Ñ E
1
´ such that the top left square commutes. In particular, we note that all the
vertical maps in the top rectangle of (2.1) are injective, therefore we can consider K` Ă E
1
´.
Since Imd1˘ Ñ Imd
2
˘ are injective, Imd
2
˘ Ñ Imd
3
˘ are surjective and their compositions are
zero morphisms, we obtain Imd1˘ Ă K˘ by the universal property. Hence, there exists a
morphism E1´ Ñ K´ which makes the left bottom square to be commutative. On the other
hand, a composition of an inclusion K` Ă E
1
´ Ă E
2
´ with d
2
´ is zero. Thus, the composition
of the inclusion K` Ă E
1
´ with d
1
´ is zero. Again by the universal property, we obtain
K` Ă Kerd
1
´ (and similarly we have K´ Ă Kerd
1
`). It implies that the composition of the
left vertical map in the above diagram is zero.
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By taking the quotient of the middle exact sequence by the top exact sequence in diagram
(2.1) we obtain the following commutative diagram.
(2.2) 0 // E1´{K` //

E2´{Imd
2
`

// E3´{Imd
3
`

// 0
0 // K´ // Imd
2
´
// Imd3´ // 0.
From the snake lemma applied to diagram (2.2) we get the following exact sequence
(2.3) 0Ñ
Kerd1´
K`
Ñ H´pE
2
‚q Ñ H´pE
3
‚q Ñ
K´
Imd1´
Ñ 0
Further, by Imd1˘ Ă K˘ Ă Kerd
1
¯, we have the following exact sequence
(2.4) 0Ñ
K´
Imd1´
Ñ
Kerd1`
Imd1´
Ñ
Kerd1`
K´
Ñ 0
Using (2.4) in (2.3) we get the following exact sequence
(2.5) 0Ñ
Kerd1´
K`
Ñ H´pE
2
‚q Ñ H´pE
3
‚ q Ñ H`pE
1
‚q Ñ
Kerd1`
K´
Ñ 0.
Similarly, we have
(2.6) 0Ñ
Kerd1`
K´
Ñ H`pE
2
‚q Ñ H`pE
3
‚ q Ñ H´pE
1
‚q Ñ
Kerd1´
K`
Ñ 0.
It follows from (2.5) and (2.6) that we have the following equality,
(2.7) rH`pE
2
‚ qs ´ rH´pE
2
‚qs “ rH`pE
1
‚qs ´ rH´pE
1
‚qs ` rH`pE
3
‚qs ´ rH´pE
3
‚ qs,
in K0pCohXYq.

Let
0Ñ F1 Ñ F2 Ñ F3 Ñ 0,
be an exact sequence in CohpYq and let E‚ be a 2-periodic complex of vector bundles on Y
such that E‚ is locally contractible off X . Then we have,
(2.8) 0Ñ E‚ bΥpF1q Ñ E‚ bΥpF2q Ñ E‚ bΥpF3q Ñ 0,
is an exact sequence of 2-periodic complexes on Y. Further, from Corollary 2.10(iii) it follows
that E‚ bΥpFq is cohomologically supported on X . Now Lemma 2.12 allows us to make the
following definition.
Definition 2.13. Let E‚ be a 2-periodic complex of vector bundles on Y such that E‚ is
locally contractible off X . We define
hY
X
pE‚q : G0pYq Ñ G0pX q
by sending a coherent sheaf G on Y to
hY
X
pE‚qpGq :“ rH`pE‚ bΥpGqqs ´ rH´pE‚ bΥpGqqs.
It follows from Lemma 2.12 that the map hY
X
pE‚q extends linearly to define a group ho-
momorphism G0pYq Ñ G0pX q, where we have implicitly used the isomorphism G0pX q
–
ÝÑ
K0pCohXYq.
˝
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2.3. Some Functorialities. In the rest of this section we prove some functoriality properties
of the map hY
X
pE‚q defined in Definition 2.13. If E‚ is a folding of a bounded complex of vector
bundles then there is nothing to prove. For our application we need these properties when
E‚ is not a folding of a bounded complex, in particular for Koszul 2-periodic complexes
(Definition 3.1). The strategy of proof is to reduce the arguments to the folding complexes
via Construction 2.16 and a A1-homotopy invariance argument. We first make the following
definition which is a Gysin pull-back for 2-periodic complexes.
Definition 2.14 (λ! of a 2-periodic complex). Let rY be a stack over A1k with a closed substack
XˆkA
1
k Ă
rY such that the composition XˆkA1k Ă rY Ñ A1k coincides with the projection. Let
E‚ be a 2-periodic complex of coherent sheaves on rY such that E‚ is cohomologically supported
on X ˆk A
1
k. Consider the following cartesian square,
(2.9) rY|λ //

rY
p

Spec k
λ
// A
1
k,
where the bottom horizontal map is the regular embedding of the closed point λ. We have
the natural resolution by vector bundles of λ˚OSpeck given by Q‚ :“ 0Ñ krts
t´λ
ÝÝÑ krts Ñ 0.
Analogous to the refined Gysin map for K-theory (see [13, § 2]), let P‚ :“ ΥpQ‚q then we
define λ!pE‚q :“ E‚ b p
˚P‚. Note that λ
!pE‚q is cohomologically supported on X ˆ λ.
The notation we use in Definition 2.14 for the 2-periodic Gysin map might appear to be
slightly confusing to the reader. λ! is generally reserved for the Gysin map defined at the
level of K-theory. The reason for this abuse of notation would be apparent from the following
lemma.
Lemma 2.15. Let Y ˆk A
1
k be a DM-stack and let X ˆk A
1
k ãÑ Y ˆk A
1
k be a closed substack.
Let E‚ be a 2-periodic complex of coherent sheaves on Y ˆk A
1
k cohomologically supported on
X ˆk A
1
k. Let 0
!pE‚q be defined as in Definition 2.14. Then,
(2.10) 0!prH`pE‚qs ´ rH´pE‚qsq “ rH`p0
!E‚qs ´ rH´p0
!E‚qs,
in G0pX ˆ Spec kq where 0
!prH`pE‚qs ´ rH´pE‚qsq denotes the usual Gysin pull-back in K-
theory (see [13, § 2]).
Proof. The proof follows from the convergence of the spectral sequence defined by the following
double complex,
...
...
0 // E`
t
//
OO
E` //
OO
0
0 // E´
t
//
d´
OO
E´ //
d´
OO
0
0 // E`
t
//
d`
OO
E` //
d`
OO
0
...
OO
...
OO
.
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Note that 0!E‚ is a total complex of the above double complex. 
Construction 2.16. Following [5, Proposition 2.5.8], we consider the following construction.
As before let Y be a DM-stack and let X be a closed substack. Let A‚ be a 2-periodic
complex of coherent sheaves on Y such that A‚ is cohomologically supported on X ,
(2.11) . . .Ñ A`
d`
ÝÝÑ A´
d´
ÝÝÑ A`
d`
ÝÝÑ A´ Ñ . . . .
Let I‚ be the folding of the bounded complex 0 Ñ Img d´
0
ÝÑ Img d` Ñ 0 and similarly
let K‚ denote the folding of the complex 0 Ñ Ker d´
0
ÝÑ Ker d` Ñ 0. The inclusion maps
Img d¯ ãÑ Kerd˘ induces a map I‚r1s Ñ K‚. We thus have the following triangle in DpY, 0q,
(2.12) I‚r1s Ñ K‚ Ñ C‚
`1
ÝÝÑ,
where C‚ is the mapping cone. Note that by construction C‚ is an object of DpY, 0q which is
cohomologically supported on X . Let H‚ be the 2-periodic complex given by H`pA‚q in even
degree and H´pA‚q in odd degree where both the odd and even differentials are zero, that is
H‚ :“ ΥpH`pA‚q ‘ pΥpH´pA‚qqr1sq. The two exact sequences,
0Ñ Img d¯ Ñ Kerd˘ Ñ H˘pA‚q Ñ 0,
induce an isomorphism,
(2.13) C‚
–
ÝÑ H‚,
in DpY, 0q. There is a natural map I‚r1s
i
ÝÑ A‚ induced by the inclusion I˘
i
ÝÑ A¯. Let
B‚ :“ ConepI‚r1s
i
ÝÑ A‚q. Let A
1
k “ Spec krts and let p : YˆkA
1
k Ñ Y be the projection to Y.
Let Brts‚ :“ p
˚pB‚q, in particular we have Brts` “ A`rts ‘ I`rts and Brts´ “ A´rts ‘ I´rts.
Let us define the f‚ : Brts‚ Ñ Irts‚ as follows,
f` :“ d
Arts
` ´ tidI`rts : A`rts ‘ I`rts Ñ I`rts,
f´ :“ d
Arts
´ ´ tidI´rts : A´rts ‘ I´rts Ñ I´rts.
Note that f‚ is a surjective map of complexes and let us denote by A‚ the kernel of f‚. We
have the following triangle in DpY ˆ A1k, 0q,
(2.14) A‚
t
ÝÑ A‚ ÝÑ Coneptq
`1
ÝÝÑ,
where Coneptq is the cone of the map A‚
t
ÝÑ A‚ which coincides with 0
!A‚ as in Definition 2.14.
Further, by construction we have the following exact sequence of 2-periodic complexes,
(2.15) 0Ñ A‚
t
ÝÑ A‚ Ñ A‚{tA‚ Ñ 0.
Combining (2.14) and (2.15) we have an isomorphism 0!A‚ Ñ A{tA in DpY ˆk A
1
kq where
both the complexes are cohomologically supported on X ˆ 0. Let j0 : Y ˆ t0u Ñ Y ˆk A
1
k be
the natural closed immersion. It follows from (2.15) and the definition of A‚ that,
(2.16) j0˚C‚ – 0
!A‚.
Repeating the above argument but this time for the inclusion Spec krts{rt´ 1s Ñ A1k, that is
corresponding to the closed point 1 and with j1 : Y ˆt1u Ñ Y ˆA
1
k we can on the other hand
conclude that,
(2.17) j1˚A‚ – 1
!A‚.
The complex A‚ on Y ˆk A
1
k gives us a deformation of our original complex A‚ to a folding
complex C‚.
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Lemma 2.17. Let Y be a DM-stack and let X1 and X2 be two closed substacks of Y. Let
E1‚ and E
2
‚ be 2-periodic complexes on Y such that E
i
‚ is locally contractible off Xi. Let
X “ X1 X X2 and let i1 : X1 ãÑ Y denote the closed immersion. Then we have,
(2.18) hY
X
pE1‚ b E
2
‚qp´q “ h
X1
X
pi˚1E
2
‚qph
Y
X1
pE1‚qp´qq.
Proof. Let G be a coherent sheaf on Y and let G‚ :“ E
1
‚ b ΥpGq. Now substituting A‚ “ G‚
in Construction 2.16 and keeping all other notation the same we can construct A‚ on YˆkA
1
k
such that, 0!A‚ “ j0˚C‚ and 1
!pA‚q “ j1˚G‚ and further the natural map C‚ Ñ H‚ is an
isomorphism where both are cohomologically supported on X1. Therefore, we can conclude
that E2‚ b C‚ Ñ E
2
‚ bH‚ is an isomorphism in DpY, 0q where now both are cohomologically
supported on X . Consider the following diagram,
(2.19) CohX1
i1˚
//
Υ

CohX1Y
Υ
// DpY, 0qX1
bE2‚

DpX1, 0q
bpi˚
1
E2‚q
// DpX1, 0qX
i1˚
// DpY, 0qX .
Firstly note that Υ commutes with i1˚, then it follows from the projection formula [5, Propo-
sition 2.2.10] (see Remark 2.11) that (2.19) commutes.
Now from the definition we have,
hX1
X
pi˚1E
2
‚qph
Y
X1
pE1‚qpGqq “ h
X1
X
pi˚1E
2
‚qppi1˚q
´1prH`pE
1
‚ bΥpGqqs ´ rH´pE
1
‚ bΥpGqsqq
“ rH`pE
2
‚ bH‚qs ´ rH´pE
2
‚ bH‚qs,
where the second equality follows from the commutativity of (2.19). Thus it is enough to
show that,
(2.20) hY
X
pE1‚ b E
2
‚qpGq “ rH`pE
2
‚ bC‚qs ´ rH´pE
2
‚ b C‚qs.
Recall, we have the following diagram,
(2.21) Y
ji
//
##●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
Y ˆk A
1
k
p

Y
where p is the projection to Y.
Consider the following,
j1˚prH`pE
2
‚ b E
1
‚ bΥpGqqs ´ rH´pE
2
‚ b E
1
‚ bΥpGqqsq(2.22)
“ rH`pj1˚pE
2
‚ bG‚qqs ´ rH´pj1˚pE
2
‚ bG‚qqs
“ rH`pp
˚E2‚ b j1˚G‚qs ´ rH´pp
˚E2‚ b j1˚G‚qs
“ rH`pp
˚E2‚ b 1
!A‚qs ´ rH´pp
˚E2‚ b 1
!A‚qs
“ 1!prH`pp
˚E2‚ bA‚qs ´ rH´pp
˚E2‚ bA‚qsq.
The second equality follows from the projection formula [5, Proposition 2.2.10](see Remark 2.11)
and the third equality follows from (2.17). The last equality follows from Lemma 2.15. Ar-
guing similarly, but this time applying (2.16) we have the following,
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j0˚prH`pE
2
‚ b C‚qs ´ rH`pE
2
‚ b C‚qsq(2.23)
“ rH`pp
˚E2‚ b j0˚C‚qs ´ rH`pp
˚E2‚ b j0˚C‚qs
“ rH`pp
˚E2‚ b 0
!C‚qs ´ rH`pp
˚E2‚ b 0
!C‚qs
“ 0!prH`pp
˚E2‚ bA‚qs ´ rH`pp
˚E2‚ bA‚qsq.
Combining (2.22), (2.23) and the fact that 0! “ 1! : G0pX ˆk A
1
kq Ñ G0pX q we conclude that
(2.20) holds which completes the proof. 
Lemma 2.18. Let Z 1
gZÝÑ Z be a regular immersion of quasi-projective schemes. Let Y be a
DM-stack, with X
iXÝÑ Y a closed substack. Let pY : Y Ñ Z be a morphism. Consider the
following diagram where each square is cartesian,
(2.24) X 1
iX 1
//
gX

Y 1
pY1
//
gY

Z 1
gZ

X
iX
// Y
pY
// Z.
Let E‚ be a 2-periodic complex of vector bundles such that E‚ is locally contractible off X ,
then for G P G0pYq,
(2.25) g!Xh
Y
X
pE‚qpGq “ h
Y 1
X 1
pg˚Y pE‚qqpg
!
Y pGqq,
where g!X : G0pX q Ñ G0pX
1q and g!Y : G0pYq Ñ G0pY
1q denote the refined Gysin pull back
induced by the regular immersion Z 1 Ñ Z.
Proof. As gZ is a regular closed embedding and Z
1 is quasi-projective there exists a resolution
of gZ˚OZ 1 by a complex of locally free sheaves which we denote by P‚. Further, note that Υ
is a monoidal functor with respect to the tensor product that is in particular the following
diagram commutes,
(2.26) DbpYq
bp˚
Y
P‚
//
Υ

DbpY, 0qY 1
Υ

DpY, 0q
bΥpp˚
Y
P‚q
// DpY, 0qY 1 .
The proof now follows from the multiplicative property Lemma 2.17. 
We restate Lemma 2.18 in the set-up of Definition 2.14 which would be in the form that
we would want to apply it. We recall the notations for the convenience of the reader.
Lemma 2.19. Let A‚ be a 2-periodic complex of vector bundles on rY and let rG P G0p rYq.
Assume that the followings are satisfied:
(1) There is a morphism rY Ñ A1k.
(2) There is a closed substack XˆkA
1
k ãÑ
rY, such that the composition XˆkA1k ãÑ rY Ñ A1k
is a projection and A‚ is locally contractible off X ˆ A
1
k.
(3) Let pt : rY|t Ñ rY be the natural immersion. Assume that h rY|tX pp˚tA‚qpt! rGq “ 0 for any
t P A1kzt0u.
Then h
rY|0
X
pp˚0A‚qp0
! rGq “ 0. Further, when rY “ YˆA1k then hYX pp˚0A‚q “ hYX pp˚1A‚q : G0pYq Ñ
G0pX q.
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Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.18 and A1-homotopy invariance G0pX ˆk A
1
kq – G0pX q ([22,
Proposition 3.3(4)]). 
Lemma 2.20. Let Y and Y 1 be DM-stacks and let gY : Y
1 Ñ Y be a proper representable
morphism. Consider the following cartesian diagram,
(2.27) X 1
gX

i1
// Y 1
gY

X
i
// Y,
where X and X 1 are closed substacks of Y and Y 1 respectively. Let E‚ be a 2-periodic complex
of vector bundles such that E‚ is locally contractible off X . Then for every G P G0pY
1q,
hY
X
pE‚qpgY˚Gq “ gX˚ph
Y 1
X 1
pg˚YE‚qpGqq in G0pX q.
Proof. As gY is representable proper morphism it follows that RgY˚ has finite cohomolog-
ical dimension and hence it follows from Remark 2.11 that RgY˚ : D
absrFactpY, 0qs Ñ
DabsrFactpY, 0qs is well defined. Let U “ YzX and let us consider the following diagram,
(2.28) X 1
gX

i1
// Y 1
gY

U 1 :“ Y 1zX 1
j1
oo
gU

X
i
// Y U :“ YzX
j
oo
where each square is cartesian. As E‚ is locally contractible off X it follows that g
˚
YE‚ is
locally contractible off X 1. Let G be a coherent sheaf on Y 1 and let us consider the 2-periodic
complex G‚ :“ g
˚
YE‚ b ΥpGq. From Corollary 2.10 it follows that G‚ is cohomologically
supported on X 1. Further, from the projection formula we have,
(2.29) RgY˚G‚ – E‚ bRgY˚ΥpGq – E‚ bΥpRgY˚Gq.
Now note that, RgY˚G is an object of the bounded derived category of quasi-coherent sheaves
with coherent cohomology, that is it is an object of DbcohpQCohYq. Therefore, ΥpRgY˚Gq is
an object of DpY, 0q. In particular it follows from (2.29) that RgY˚G‚ belongs to DpY, 0q.
The strategy of the proof now is to reduce the argument to folding complexes via Construc-
tion 2.16. First note that from (2.27) the following diagram commutes,
(2.30) G0pX
1q
i1˚
//
gX˚

K0pCohX 1Y
1q
gY˚

G0pX q
i˚
// K0pCohXYq
where the top and bottom horizontal maps are isomorphisms by de´vissage. Thus, to prove
the lemma it is enough to show that,
hY
X
pE‚qpgX˚Gq “ gY˚ph
Y 1
X 1
pg˚YE‚qpGqq in K0pCohXYq
where we ignore the identifications via de´vissage induced by i˚ and i
1
˚.
Now let us recall two basic facts, firstly for an abelian category C, there is a natural isomor-
phism K0pCq
–
ÝÑ K0pD
bpCqq, which is induced by sending any object of C P C to the complex
with C in degree zero and all other terms zero. The inverse of this isomorphism is given by
sending any complex rC‚s ÞÑ Σip´1q
iH ipC‚q. Secondly, for Y a DM-stack and X ãÑ Y a
closed substack the inclusion induces an equivalence of categories DbpCohXYq Ñ D
bpCohYqX ,
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where DbpCohYqX is the full subcategory of D
bpCohYq of complexes cohomologically sup-
ported on X (see [17, Lemma 2.1] in the case of schemes). Hence we observe that we have
the following natural isomorphisms
G0pX q – K0pCohXYq – K0pD
bpCohXYqq – K0pD
bpCohYqX q.
Further, note that for any C‚ P D
bpCohYqX , we have Σip´1q
irH ipC‚qs “ rH`pΥpC‚qs ´
rH´pΥpC‚qs in K0pCohXYq. Now essentially from the definition of pushforward at the level
of G-theory, it follows that for a complex W‚ “ ΥpC
1
‚q, where C
1
‚ P D
bpCohY 1qX 1 , we have the
following,
(2.31) gY˚prH`pW‚qs ´ rH´pW‚qsq “ rH`pRgY˚W‚qs ´ rH´pRgY˚W‚qs in K0pCohXYq.
Now with notations as in Construction 2.16 on Y 1 with A‚ :“ g
˚
YE
2
‚bΥpGq and keeping rest
of the notations as in the construction we can construct A‚ on Y
1ˆA1k such that 0
!A‚ – j0˚C‚
a folding and 1!A‚ – j1˚pA‚q “ j1˚pg
˚
YE
2
‚ bΥpGqq the original complex.
Let us denote by g˜ :“ gYˆ1 : Y
1ˆA1k Ñ YˆA
1
k. As gY is a proper representable morphism
so is g˜. We have the following diagram which commutes,
(2.32) Y 1
j1i
//
gY

Y 1 ˆk A
1
k
g˜

Y
ji
// Y ˆk A
1
k,
where ji and j
1
i correspond to the closed immersion along Y ˆ tiu and Y
1 ˆ tiu respectively.
As Rg˜˚ : DpY
1 ˆk A
1
kq Ñ DpY ˆk A
1
kq is a triangulated functor it preserves triangles, thus
applying this to (2.16) and (2.17) we have the following triangles,
(2.33) Rg˜˚A‚
t
ÝÑ Rg˜˚A‚ Ñ Rg˜˚0
!A‚
`1
ÝÝÑ,
(2.34) Rg˜˚A‚
pt´1q
ÝÝÝÑ Rg˜˚A‚ Ñ Rg˜˚1
!A‚
`1
ÝÝÑ,
in DpY ˆk A
1
kq. Note that the cone of the first morphisms in (2.33) and (2.34) coincide with
0!Rg˜˚A‚ and 1
!Rg˜˚A‚ respectively. Hence we conclude that,
(2.35) 0!pRg˜˚A‚q – Rg˜˚p0
!A‚q,
(2.36) 1!pRg˜˚A‚q – Rg˜˚p1
!A‚q.
Now note that 0!prH`pRg˜˚A‚qs ´ rH´pRg˜˚A‚qsq “ 1
!pprH`pRg˜˚A‚qs ´ rH´pRg˜˚A‚qsqq in
G0pCohXYq.
The proof of the lemma now follows from combining the above observations with Lemma 2.15.
Consider the following,
gY˚prH`pA‚qs ´ rH´pA‚qsq “ gY˚prH`pC‚qs ´ rH´pC‚qsq
“ rH`pRgY˚C‚qs ´ rH´pRgY˚C‚qs
“ 0!prH`pRg˜˚A‚qs ´ rH´pRg˜˚A‚qsq
“ 1!pprH`pRg˜˚A‚qs ´ rH´pRg˜˚A‚qsqq
“ rH`pRgY˚A‚qs ´ rH`pRgY˚A‚qs,
where the first equality follows from (2.13) and the second equality follows from (2.31) as C‚
is a folding complex. The third equality follows from the commutativity of (2.33), (2.35) and
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Lemma 2.15. The second last equality follows from Lemma 2.15 and the fact that G0pX ˆ
A
1
kq – G0pX q(see Lemma 2.19). The last equality again follows from the commutativity of
(2.34) and (2.36) and Lemma 2.15.

Remark 2.21. The reader might note that in Definition 2.13 instead of working with a 2-
periodic complex of vector bundles E‚ on Y which is locally contractible off X , one could
have instead only imposed the condition that E‚ is absolutely acyclic off X . This remark also
applies to the rest of the functoriality statements of Section 2.3, as the proofs go through as
is.
3. Koszul Complexes
In [11, Theorem 4.1], Kiem and Li defined a K-theoretic version of the cosection-localized
Gysin map. In this section we show that when E‚ is the Koszul 2-periodic complex the
map hY
X
pE‚q is equivalent to the cosection localized Gysin map; Theorem 3.5. We apply the
equivalence to prove a comparison of virtual structure sheaves; Theorem 4.6. The reader is
advised that what follows is precisely what is done in [12, § 2] for the localized Chern character
while we are interested in similar properties for the map hY
X
(Definition 2.13). Most of the
statements and their proof rely on the constructions of loc.cit . In an effort to make the paper
reasonably self contained we recall the important definitions and constructions and refer the
reader [12] for further details.
We recall the notion of a Koszul 2-periodic complex.
Definition 3.1 (Koszul 2-periodic complex). ([12, § 2.2])
Let E be a vector bundle on a DM-stack Y and let α P H0pY, E_q, β P H0pY, Eq be
sections such that xα, βy “ 0, where the bracket x , y denotes an evaluation, or equivalently
a pairing. Let tα, βu denote the following 2-periodic complex of vector bundles,
(3.1) ‘k
Ź2k´1
E_
^α`ιβ
//
‘k
Ź2k
E_
^α`ιβ
oo
where ιβ denotes the interior product by β. The convention is that the direct sum of even
wedges sits on even degree. tα, βu is called the Koszul p2-periodic) complex associated to the
cosection α and the section β.
Remark 3.2. It follows from [5, Proposition 2.3.3] that the Koszul complex tα, βu is locally
contractible off X :“ Zpα, βq :“ Zpαq X Zpβq. Further, from [12, equation 2.1] we have,
(3.2) tα, βu “ tβ_, α_u bΥpdetE_rrankEsq.
We next prove a K-theoretic analogue of the Splitting principle proved in [12, § 2.4]. We
recall the set-up and notations as in loc.cit. Let E, α, β and tα, βu be as in Definition 3.1.
Let Q be a vector bundle on Y which is a quotient of E and let us denote by K the kernel of
the quotient map. We thus have the following exact sequence,
(3.3) 0Ñ K
f
ÝÑ E Ñ QÑ 0.
Let us assume that the cosection α factors as a cosection of Q which we denote by αQ and
let βK be a section of K. Recall from [12, § 2.4.1], we can construct a vector bundle P on
YˆSpec krts with a cosection αP and a section βP induced by α and β such that P |t“0 – Q‘K
and P |t“1 – E. With setup as above we prove the K-theoretic splitting principle analogous
to [12, Lemma 2.4].
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Lemma 3.3. With notations as above let us further assume that ZpαP , βP q Ă X
1 ˆ A1k for
some closed stack X 1 of Y. Then for any G P G0pYq,
(3.4) hY
X 1
ptα, βuqpGq “ hY
X 1
ptαQ, 0u b t0, βKuqpGq.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.19. 
3.1. Tautological Koszul complex. The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 3.5, which
is a comparison result between the cosection localized Gysin map constructed by Kiem and
Li (see [11, Theorem 4.1]) and map defined in Definition 2.13. For the case of the localized
Chern character this is proved in [12, Theorem 2.6], as the strategy of the proof is completely
identical we first recall the set-up as in [12, § 2.3].
Let M be a DM-stack and let F be a vector bundle on M . Let σ P H0pM,F_q be a
cosection of F . Let us denote the total space of F by |F | and p : |F | Ñ M the projection
map. σ then defines a regular function wσ : |F | Ñ A
1
k. Let us denote by tF the tautological
section in H0p|F |, p˚F q and further note that xp˚σ, tF y “ wσ. Now we can define a matrix
factorization tp˚σ, tF u for the regular section wσ in a way similar to (3.1). Let Zpwσq denote
the zero locus of wσ, then tp
˚σ, tF u becomes a 2-periodic complex when restricted to Zpwσq.
Here, Zpwσq, p
˚F |Zpwσq, p
˚σ and tF play roles of Y ,E, α, and β, respectively, in Definition 3.1
where we change notation to maintain consistency with loc.cit. In the particular case when
σ “ 0, then we note that h
|F |
M pt0, tF u coincides with the refined Gysin pull-back by the zero
section of F as t0, tF u is the Koszul resolution of 0˚OM .
Following [10, Theorem 4.1], we consider the blow-up M 1 of M along Zpσq. We consider
the notations and set-up as in [12, § 2.4.2]. Let F 1 and σ1 denote the pullback of F and σ
to M 1, respectively, and let D denote the exceptional divisor. The cosection σ1 : F 1 Ñ OM 1
factors as follows:
F 1 //
σ1 $$■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
OM 1p´Dq
sD

// 0
OM 1 .
Let K be the kernel of a surjective morphism F 1 Ñ OM 1p´Dq. Let b : Zpσ
1q “ D Ñ Zpσq
and p1 : |F 1| Ñ M 1 denote the natural projection maps. We denote by g the natural map g :
|K| ãÑ Zpwσ1q Ñ Zpwσq, which is projective, hence in particular note that it is representable.
In the next lemma we summarize an intermediate construction as in the proof of [11, The-
orem 4.1]. Using the localization sequence for G-theory it follows that we have the following
right exact sequence:
(3.5) G0p|K|Zpσ1q|q Ñ G0p|K|q
j˚
ÝÑ G0p|K|z|F
1|Zpσ1q|q Ñ 0.
Further, by construction it follows that Zpwσqz|F |Zpαq| – |K|z|F
1|Zpσ1q|. For G P G0pZpwσqq,
let G1 denote its pull-back to G0pZpwσqz|F |Zpσq|q. Under the isomorphism of Zpwσqz|F |Zpσq|
with |K|z|F 1|Zpσ1q|, let G2 denote its image in G0p|K|z|F
1|Zpσ1q|q. Let G˜ P G0p|K|q be such
that j˚pG˜q “ G2, which always exists by the localization sequence (3.5).
Consider the localization sequence
G0p|F |Zpσq|q
ι˚
ÝÑ G0pZpwσqq
i˚
ÝÑ G0p|K|z|F
1|Zpσ1q|q Ñ 0.
By construction, i˚pG ´ g˚G˜q “ 0. Hence there is an (not necessarily unique) element S P
G0p|F |Zpσq|q such that ι˚pSq “ G ´ g˚G˜.
Lemma 3.4. With notations as above we have the following,
(3.6) h
Zpwσq
Zpσq ptp
˚σ, tF uqpGq “ h
|F |Zpσq|
Zpσq pt0, tF |ZpσquqpSq ` b˚p´rODpDqs b h
|K|
M 1 pt0, tKuqpG˜qq.
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In particular, the right-hand side is independent of the choice of G˜ and S.
Proof. Since h
|F |Zpσq|
Zpσq pt0, tF |ZpσquqpSq “ h
Zpwσq
Zpσq ptp
˚σ, tF uqpG´g˚G˜q by Lemma 2.20, it is enough
to show that h
Zpwσq
Zpσq ptp
˚σ, tF uqpg˚G˜q “ b˚p´rODpDqs b h
|K|
M 1 pt0, tKuqpG˜qq. We obtain
h
Zpwσq
Zpσq ptp
˚σ, tF uqpg˚G˜q “ b˚ph
|K|
D ptp
1˚σ1, tF 1u||K|qpG˜qq
“ b˚ph
|K|
D ptsD, 0u b t0, tKuqpG˜qq
“ b˚ph
M 1
D ptsD, 0uqph
|K|
M 1 pt0, tKuqpG˜qqq
“ b˚p´rODpDqs b h
|K|
M 1 pt0, tKuqpG˜qq
Here, the first equality is by Lemma 2.20; the second equality is by Lemma 3.3; the third
equality comes from Lemma 2.17; and the fourth equality follows from the short exact sequence
0Ñ OM 1p´Dq
sDÝÝÑ OM 1 Ñ OD Ñ 0
and the equation (3.2). 
3.2. Cosection Localization. Kiem and Li in [11] defined the cosection localized Gysin
map: 0!F,σ : G0pZpwσqq Ñ G0pZpσqq. The following theorem is a direct consequence of
Definition 2.13, Lemma 3.4 and [11, Theorem 4.1] and is the K-theoretic counterpart to [12,
Theorem 2.6].
Theorem 3.5. 0!F,σ “ h
Zpwσq
Zpσq ptp
˚σ, tF uq as homomorphisms G0pZpwσqq Ñ G0pZpσqq.
Proof. It follows from directly by comparing Lemma 3.4 and the construction of the cosection
localized Gysin map; see [11, Theorem 4.1], in particular equation 4.9 of loc.cit . 
In [11, Theorem 5.1], Kiem and Li prove a comparison result between the cosection localized
virtual structure sheaf and the virtual structure sheaf as defined in [13, § 2.3]. In Corollary 3.6
below we state the comparison in our context which is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.5
and the cycle theoretic analogue of [12, Corollary 2.7, Corollary 2.8]. The assumptions are as
in [12, § 2.5] which we briefly recall. Let A
d
ÝÑ F be a complex of vector bundles on M whose
dual gives rise to a perfect obstruction theory relative to a pure dimensional stack M, let C
denote the corresponding cone in F and σ a cosection of F such that σ ˝ d “ 0. With respect
to the cosection σ let rOvirM,σs denote the cosection-localized virtual structure sheaf (see [11,
Theorem 5.1]).
Corollary 3.6. With notations as above the following holds:
rOvirM,σs :“ 0
!
F,σrOC s “ h
Zpwσq
Zpσq ptp
˚σ, tF uqprOC sq.
If σ “ 0, rOvirM,0s in Corollary 3.6, then it reduces to the original definition by Y.-P. Lee [13,
§ 2.3].
4. A Comparison Result
In this section, we assume that the base field is C. The main goal of this section is to prove
the K-theoretic analogue of [12, Theorem 3.2]. Before we state the main theorem we need
to recall the set-up and notations from [12]. In Section 4.1 we recall all the notations and
basic theorems which would be needed to state the main theorem precisely and Section 4.2
is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 4.6. The proof closely follows the strategy as in [12,
Section 3.2] and relies on the geometric constructions proved there. We apply Lemma 2.19,
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Lemma 2.17 and Theorem 3.5 to prove Theorem 4.6. The assumptions and notations used
are as in loc.cit and we summarize them below to make the text comprehensible.
4.1. Setup. [12, § 3.1] We briefly recall the basic set-up and notations and refer the reader
to [12, § 3.1] for a detailed discussion.
Geometric side of a hybrid gauged linear sigma model pV1 ‘ V2, G, θ, wq: Let G be
a reductive linear algebraic group and let V1 :“ Spec A
m
C
and let V2 :“ Spec A
n
C
be affine
varieties over Spec C. Let us assume that V1 and V2 have a linear G-action. Note that V1 and
V2 could also be viewed as vector spaces over C and when confusion does not arise we also
denote the underlying vector spaces with the same notation. Let θ be a character of G such
that the semistable and stable points of V1 with respect to θ coincide, which we denote by
V ss1 pθq. We denote by E the quotient stack rpV
ss
1 pθq ˆC V2q{Gs, which is naturally the total
space of a vector bundle on the stack rV ss1 pθq{Gs. Note that w P ppSym
ě1V _1 qbV
_
2 q
G induce
a regular morphism V1 Ñ V
_
2 which we denote by f , a section rV
ss
1 pθq{Gs Ñ E
_ which we
denote by s and a regular morphism E Ñ A1
C
which is denoted by w. Let Zpdwq denote the
critical locus of w and Zpsq denote the zero locus of s. Note that ZpdwqX rV ss1 pθq{Gs “ Zpsq,
where we further work under the assumption that Zpdwq is a smooth closed sub-locus in
rV ss1 pθq{Gs of codimension n.
Moduli Spaces:
(1) Let Mg,kpBG, dq denote the moduli space of principal G-bundles on genus g, k-
pointed prestable orbi-curves C with degree d such that the associated classifying
map C Ñ BG is representable. Mg,kpBG, dq is a smooth Artin stack (see [7, § 2.1], [3,
§ 2.4.5]). Let pi : CÑMg,kpBG, dq and P denote the universal curve and the universal
G-bundle on C respectively. For notational convenience we let B :“Mg,kpBG, dq.
(2) Let Qεg,kpZpsq, dq denote the moduli space of genus g, k-pointed ε-stable quasimaps to
Zpsq of degree d which is a separated DM-stack (see [3, § 2]). Let X :“ Zpsq, then
we let QεX :“ Q
ε
g,kpZpsq, dq and Q
ε
V1
:“ Qεg,kpV1{G, dq.
(3) [12, § 3.1.2] Let LGQεg,kpE, dq
1 denote the moduli space of genus g, k-pointed, degree
d, ε-stable quasimaps to V1{G with p-fields( see [2, 5, 8]) which is a separated DM-
stack. When confusion does not arise we abbreviate this notation to LGQ1.
Perfect Obstruction Theories:
(1) Consider the notations as in [12, §3.1.1: Conventions]. Let Vi :“ P ˆG Vi be the
bundles on C for i “ 1, 2 and let us denote by u the universal section. Note here that
we use the same abuse of notation as in loc.cit where C and P are used to denote the
universal curve and universal G-bundle on all moduli spaces defined above.
(2) QεX has a canonical perfect obstruction theory relative to Mg,kpBG, dq given by the
dual to,
(4.1) Rpi˚pu
˚pP ˆG df
_qq : Rpi˚V1 Ñ Rpi˚V
_
2 ,
see [12, § 3, equation 3.2].
(3) LGQ1 has canonical perfect obstruction theory relative to Mg,kpBG, dq given by,
(4.2) Rpi˚pV1 ‘ V2 b ωCq
_,
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where ωC is a dualizing sheaf on C relative to LGQ
1. Further, there is cosection
dwLGQ1 : R
1pi˚pV1 ‘ V2 b ωCq Ñ OLGQ1 (see [12, § 3.1.2]).
Definition 4.1 (detRpi˚V & χ
genpRpi˚Vq). Let pi : CÑ Q
ε
g,kpV1{G, dq be the universal curve
and let V be a vector bundle on C. As pi is ample, V can always fit into a short exact sequence
0Ñ V Ñ A Ñ B Ñ 0 for some pi-acyclic vector bundles A and B, and further pi˚A and pi˚B
are vector bundles on Qεg,kpV1{G, dq. Then we define,
detRpi˚V : “ detpi˚Ab pdet pi˚Bq
_.(4.3)
detRpi˚V is called the determinant of Rpi˚V.
Further note that Ripi˚V “ 0 is zero for i ‰ 0, 1. Let us define,
(4.4) χgenpRpi˚Vq :“ dimgenR
0pi˚V ´ dimgenR
1pi˚V,
where dimgen denotes the generic dimension of the respective coherent sheaves. χ
genpRpi˚Vq
is called the generic virtual rank of Rpi˚V.
Remark 4.2. Note that Definition 4.1 is independent of the choice of the pi-acyclic resolution.
Suppose our moduli spaces are quasi-projective and 0Ñ A1 Ñ B1 Ñ 0 and 0Ñ A2 Ñ B2 Ñ 0
are two complexes of vector bundles on the moduli space (not on the universal curves!) which
are quasi-isomorphic then the determinant as defined in (4.3) coincide for both the complexes.
In particular note that this is the case for QεX , Q
ε
V1
and LGQ1 when ε “ 8.
In Lemma 4.3, Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5 below we briefly summarize the constructions
of [12, Section 3.2] that are required for the proof of the main theorem.
Lemma 4.3 (See Section 3.2.1 [12]).
(1) On some non-empty open substack B˝ Ă B, there are chain map representations:
rA1
dA1ÝÝÑ B1s of Rpi˚V1 and rQ
dQ
ÝÝÑ P_s of Rpi˚V
_
2 respectively.
(2) There is an open substack U ε Ă |A1| such that ZpdA1tA1q X U
ε “ QεV1.
(3) There are morphisms φA1 : A1|Uε Ñ Q|Uε and φB1 : B1|QεV1
Ñ P_|Qε
V1
(they are
defined on different underlying spaces!) such that there is a commutative diagram
A1|Qε
V1
dA1
//
φA1 |QεV1

B1|Qε
V1
φB1

Q|Qε
V1 dQ
// P_|Qε
V1
which represents (4.1)|Qε
V1
on QεV1 .
Let K be the kernel of pφ¯B1 ´ dQq|QεX . By Lemma 4.3 (3),
rB1 ‘Q
φ¯B1´dQÝÝÝÝÝÑ P_s|Qε
X
is surjective and rA1|Qε
X
Ñ Ks represents the dual of the natural perfect obstruction theory
(4.1) of QεX over B
˝. Also, by Lemma 4.3 (1), rA1 ‘ P
dA1‘´d
_
Q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ B1 ‘Q
_s|LGQ1 represents
the dual of the natural perfect obstruction theory Rpi˚pV1 ‘ V2 b ωCq of LGQ
1 over B˝.
Let U :“ U εˆB˝ |P |ˆB˝ |Q| – |pP ‘Qq|Uε | be the total space of a vector bundle P ‘Q|Uε
over U ε where |Uε denotes the pullback under the morphism U
ε Ñ B˝ and U˜ :“ U ˆC A
1
C
.
Let F :“ pB1 ‘ Q
_ ‘ Qq|U be a vector bundle on U and F˜ :“ F |U˜ . Let p˜ : F˜ Ñ U˜ be the
projection. In §3.2.3 [12], the following is constructed:
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Lemma 4.4. Let A1
C
:“ Spec Crλs. There exists a section β : OU˜ Ñ F˜ such that,
Zpβq –
"
LGQ1 if λ ‰ 0 P A1
C
,
QεX ˆB˝ |P | ˆB˝ |Q| if λ “ 0 P A
1
C
.
See the equation (3.10) in [12]. Moreover, when λ ‰ 0, the following is a commutative
diagram:
Zpβ|λq


//
–

U˜ |λ – U
pr

LGQ1


// U ε ˆB˝ |P |.
Here pr is a projection. Similarly, when λ “ 0, we have a fiber diagram
Zpβ|0q


//
pr

U˜ |λ – U
pr

QεX


// U ε.
By Lemma 4.4, we have
CLGQ1pU
ε ˆB˝ |P |q ˆB˝ |Q| – CLGQ1ˆB˝ |Q|U – CZpβqU˜ |λ, λ ‰ 0,(4.5)
CQεU
ε ˆB˝ |P | ˆB˝ |Q| – CQεˆB˝ |P |ˆB˝ |Q|U Ă CZpβqU˜ |0
where the notation CW denotes the corresponding cone for a space W .
By the construction of β in [12, equation 3.10], we observe that the restriction to λ P A1
C
of the dual of a perfect obstruction theory rTU˜{B˝ˆA1
C
dβ
ÝÑ F˜ s|Zpβq of Zpβq over B
˝ ˆ A1
C
is
isomorphic to rA1 ‘ P
dA1‘´d
_
Q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ B1 ‘Q
_s ‘ rQ
id
ÝÑ Qs|LGQ1ˆB˝ |Q| when λ ‰ 0. When λ “ 0,
it deforms to rA1|Qε
X
Ñ Ks ‘ rP ‘Q
´d_Q‘dQ
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Q_‘P_s|Qε
X
ˆB˝ |P |ˆB˝ |Q| (see [12, § 2.4.1 and
§ 3.2.4]).
Lemma 4.5. A cosection σ : F˜ |Zpβq Ñ OZpβq can be constructed such that Zpσq – Q
ε
X ˆ A
1
C
; see the equation (3.10) in [12]. Moreover, when λ ‰ 0, σ|λ coincides with dwLGQ1 ‘ 0 :
pB ‘ Q_q ‘ Q|Zpβq|λ Ñ OZpβq|λ under the isomorphism above. When λ “ 0, σ|0 deforms to
0‘ taut : K ‘ pQ_‘P_q|Zpβq|0 Ñ OZpβq|0 under the deformation above. Here, the cosection
taut is explained in the diagram [12, page 17].
4.2. Proof of the Main Theorem. Now we state and prove the main theorem of this
section,
Theorem 4.6. In the Grothendieck group of coherent sheaves on QεX :“ Q
ε
g,kpZpsq, dq, we
have
rOvirQε
X
s “ p´1qχ
genpRpi˚V_2 q detRpi˚pV2 b ωCq
_|Qε
X
b rOvirLGQ1,dwLGQ1 s(4.6)
where χgenpV_2 q is generic virtual rank of Rpi˚V
_
2 and detRpi˚pV2 b ωCq
_ is the determinant
(see Definition 4.1).
In [12, Corollary 3.5], it is shown that CZpβqU˜ Ă Zpp˜
˚σ ˝ tF˜ q. Thus, we have the Koszul
complex tp˜˚σ, tF˜ u on CZpβqU˜ . By Lemma 4.5, tp˜
˚σ, tF˜ u is exact off Q
ε
X ˆ A
1
C
Ă Zpβq Ă
CZpβqU˜ . For λ P A
1
C
, let pλ : |F |Zpβλq| Ñ Zpβλq denote the projection. In the following
Lemma we prove an analogue of [6, Lemma 3.6] for the structure sheaf.
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Lemma 4.7. Consider the following diagram where X , Y are DM-stacks, and all squares
are Cartesian
(4.7) Y8


j
//

Y|8 //

Y //

0
v

X8


i
// X |8 //

X //

P
1
C
λ “ 8 // P1
C
´t1u
Assume further that the following hold:
(1) i and j are closed immersions.
(2) The maps X Ñ P1
C
´ t1u and X Ñ P1
C
are flat.
(3) The composite map X8 Ñ P
1
C
is flat.
(4) rOX |8s ´ ri˚OX8s is supported on Y|8.
Then j˚rOY8 s “ 8
!rOY s in G0pY|8q.
Proof. The proof is similar to [6, Lemma 3.6] and follows from the functoriality of the refined
Gysin pullback, proper pushforward and the self intersection formula. Consider the following,
8!prOY sq “
1 8!v!rOX s(4.8)
“2 v!8!rOX s
“3 v!rOX |8s
“4 v!i˚rOX8s
“5 j˚v
!rOX8s
“6 j˚rOY8s.(4.9)
As X Ñ P1k is flat, “
1 follows from flat base change [9, Lemma 1.2] . “2 follows from the
functoriality of the refined Gysin pullback. “3 follows from the same argument as “1 as
X Ñ P1
C
´ t1u is flat. Note that the normal bundle Y|8 Ñ X |8 is trivial. Hence “
4 follows
from assumption p3q above and the excess intersection formula (see [23, page 8]). “5 and “6
follow from the projection formula and the flat base change respectively. 
Lemma 4.8. With notations as above we have the following
(4.10) λ!h
CZpβqU˜
Qε
X
ˆA1
tp˜˚σ, tF˜ uprOCZpβqU˜ sq “ h
CZpβλq
U
Qε
X
tp˚λσ, tF uprOCZpβλqU sq
Proof. It follows that λ!h
CZpβqU˜
Qε
X
ˆA1
tp˜˚σ, tF˜ uprOCZpβqU˜ sq equals h
pCZpβqU˜q|λ
Qε
X
tp˚λσ, tF upλ
!rOCZpβqU˜ sq
by Lemma 2.18. Let jλ : CZpβλqU ãÑ CZpβqU |λ denote the natural map, then from Lemma 4.7
and [6, Lemma 3.6] it follows that,
(4.11) h
pCZpβqU˜q|λ
Qε
X
tp˚λσ, tF upλ
!rOCZpβqU˜ sq “ h
pCZpβqU˜q|λ
Qε
X
tp˚λσ, tF upjλ˚rOCZpβλqU sq.
The claim now follows by applying Lemma 2.20 to the right hand side of (4.11). 
We now complete the proof of the main theorem.
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Proof of Theorem 4.6. Let p1 : CLGQ1pU
ε ˆB˝ |P |q Ă |pB1 ‘ Q
_q|LGQ1 | Ñ LGQ
1 be the pro-
jection. To simplify notations, let UP :“ U
ε ˆB˝ |P | and F
1 :“ pB1 ‘ Q
_q|LGQ1 . Now from
Lemma 4.8, we have the following,
(4.10)|λ“1 “ h
CLGQ1UPˆB˝ |Q|
Qε
X
ptp1˚dwLGQ1 , tF1ubB˝ t0, tQuqprOCLGQ1UPˆB˝ |Q|sq
“ h
CLGQ1UP
Qε
X
ptp1˚dwLGQ1 , tF1uqprOCLGQ1UP sq
“ rOvirLGQ1,dwLGQ1 s.
Here the first equality is from Lemma 4.5; the second equality is by Lemma 2.17; and the
third equality follows from Corollary 3.6.
Let m : CZpβ0qU Ñ |K| and p0 : CZpβ0qU Ñ Zpβ0q be projections. On CZpβ0qU , we
deform the complex tp˚0σ, tF u supported on Q
ε
X to t0,m
˚tKu b tp
˚
0taut , 0u supported also
on QεX under the deformation in Lemma 4.5; see the commutative diagram in [12, page
17]. By applying splitting principle (Lemma 3.3) to this deformation, (4.10)|λ“0 becomes the
following:
h
CZpβ0qU
Qε
X
pt0,m˚tKu b tp
˚
0taut , 0uqprOCZpβ0 qU sq
“h
CZpβ0qU
Qε
X
pt0,m˚tKu bΥpΛ
´‚pP_ ‘Q_q b ΛnpP ‘QqrnsqqprOCZpβ0qU sq
“p´1qχpV
_
2
qΛnpP ‘Qq|Qε
X
b ph
|K|
Qε
X
t0, tKuprOCQε
X
Uεsqq
“p´1qχpV
_
2
q detRpi˚pV2 b ωCq|QεX b rO
vir
Qε
g,k
pZpsq,dqs
where Λ´‚pP_ ‘Q_q is the Koszul complex, and n is the rank of P ‘Q. The first equality
follows from (3.2) as,
tp˚0taut , 0u “ t0, p
˚
0 taut
_u bΥpΛnpP ‘Qqrnsq “ ΥpΛ´‚pP_ ‘Q_q b ΛnpP ‘Qqrnsq.
The second equality follows from Lemma 2.17 and the fact that,
h
CZpβ0qU
|K| pΥpΛ
´‚pP_ ‘Q_qqqprOCZpβ0qU sq “ rOCQεXU
εs,
by Corollary 3.6. Note that the sign p´1qX pV
_
2
q comes from the shifting by rns. The third
equality follows from the definitions.

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